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Abstract: Information security is the requirement of digital 

media. It has become the area of concern as a result of wide 

spread use of communication medium over the internet. To 

make it secure over a digital medium various 

techniques/Methods have been proposed by many 

researchers over decade. Steganography is the one of them. 

It is a science and art hiding digital data in any form of 

digital media .Digital media may be Audio, Video, Text, 

Image, Network packet etc. In this paper we have reviewed 

image steganography for hiding data in it and different 

colour models that are use for it.  
Keywords: Steganography, Differents color models RGB, 
HSI CYMK, HSL 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Data security is the requirement of digital media. To make it 
secure over a network various techniques/Methods have been 
proposed by many researchers. Steganography can be defined 
as the art and science of hiding data so that no one can knows 
about hidden data except the sender and receiver. This 
technique is used to hide data inside data. Steganography is 
not a new concept, before stegnography there is a one more 
concept come in network security field which is cryptography 
it has some limitations. The presence of data was very easy, 
so it was easy to detect for third party. Now a day’s 
developers use a new concept which is combination of both 
cryptography with stegnography. This concept provide more 
security.  
General specification of Steganography: There are four main 
terms that is used in the field of stegnography  
Hidden Data: The data is to be sent such that it must not be 
known to anyone other than receiver.  
Cover media: It can be any Digital Media in which secret 
data is to be embedded. Image file, audio file or video file 
can be use as digital media.  
Stego-key: Stego key is used to provide security by 
Implementing cryptography  
Stego-media: This is similar with cover media but it contains 
hidden data.  
Images as a main source of Stegnography: Digital images can 
be extended to different formats, here in Stenography any 
format can be chosen as cover media Now question arises in 
our mind that why we use image as a cover media? Because 
human eyes cannot detect easily when minor changes occur 
in images, Taking this as a advantage we can embed data 
behind the images. We can use other media also, that is 
video, audio, text etc according to our requirement. 

 

 
A. Types of Steganography: The various techniques used in 
steganography are as follows:-  
Text Steganography. 

Image Steganography 

Audio Steganography 

Video Steganography. 

Network Steganography. 

 

B. Goals of Steganography:  
The main goal of steganography are:  
The main goal of steganography is that the data must Remain 
hidden.  
The data should be hidden in such a way that even if it is 
viewed by user, than it must not gain any focus from 
viewer’s eye, therefore the data is in visible form but still 
cannot be recognized.  
It provided better imperceptibility.  
The secret data should be directly hidden into the digital 
image, rather than into a header or wrapper , to maintain data 
consistency.  
The quality of the cover media should not be degraded by 
embedding the secret data and the embedded data should be 
imperceptible as much as possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1 Basic methodology used for Steganography. 
 

II.  IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY  
Image Steganography:- In image steganography an image is 
a main source in which we can hide data. A Picture/Image is 
represented by a collection of colour pixels. Each pixels can 
be represented by their optical characteristics like brightness, 
chrominance etc. Pixel can be digitally expressed in terms of 
1s and 0s. For example: a 24-bit bitmap will have 8 bits, 
representing each of the three colour values (red, green, and 
blue) at each pixel Different Types of images are used in 
image steganography with different methods to hide 
information, each having its own advantage and limitation. A 
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most simple approach for embedding information in cover 
image is using Nearest Neighbourhood pixel technique. 
Using this technique message bits are directly embed into 
their neighbourhood pixels which has the minimum pixel 
difference with the cover image. So it makes difficult for the 
attackers to find the exact pixel location where the message is 
actually hide. But message size should be small as compare 
the size of cover media. There are different Types of colour 
models which are use in Image steganography. 
 

III.  TYPES OF COLOR MODELS  
RGB Color model: It stands for Red, Green and Blue it is the 
oldest model among number of colour models. This is a basic 
colour model. It is additive color model because when we 
combine red, green and blue light we will get white light. 
This is the principal behind the T.V. set in your living room 

and the monitor. This model is used for display Image on 
electronics system, Computer monitors and televisions are 
the most common examples of additive colour. Each RGB 
color model contain 8 bit for Red ,8 bits for Green and 8 bits 

for Blue color. Digital images are typically stored in either 
24-bit (RGB) or 8-bit (Greyscale) files. A 24-bit image 
provides the most space for hiding information; however it 
can be quite large (with the exception of JPEG images)..RGB 
color model are used for data insertion and extraction in 

Steganography. Below is a diagram of RGB color model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4:- RGB Color Model 

 
Advantage of RGB colour model:  

 RGB model is the most common and simplest 
model.

 This model is ideal for image colour generation.


 One of the main advantages is its capacity, because 
it embeds large amount of data as compared to 
previous techniques.

 
Disadvantages of RGB colour model  

 RGB model is easy to crack for hackers.

 Simple algorithm is used that is why security is low.
 In this model colour description is limited.

 
CMYK Color Model: This color model is used in color 
printing, CMYK Stands for cyan, magenta, yellow, and 

 

 
key(black). The CMYK model works with masking colors 

on a lighter, usually white background Such a model is 
called subtractive because inks "subtract" brightness from 
white. If we will subtract all cyan, magenta and yellow when 
printing, we end up with a complete absence of color – 
white. In order to get dark colors, black ink is added so that 

the color gets darker and darker. This model is used in color 
printing, and describe the printing process itself The scope of 
data hiding in this model became larger than RGB color 
model. Because this model mainly work on video files. In 

video file there are number of images in which we can hide 
data according to our requirement. Security will also be 
increase because the file contains number of images and user 
can hide data any one them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: CMYK Color Model 
 
Advantages of CYMK colour model:  

 CYMK is the most common and simplest model as 
RGB colour model. This model is use for printing 
purpose.


 It is suited for the hardware implementation & 

colour generation.


 This model makes a four cluster so we can hide 
large amount of data compare to RGB color model. 

Disadvantages of CYMK colour model:  
 This model is only use for printing purpose.


 In this model the use of colour description is limited 

similar with the RGB colour model.

 
HSI Colour Model: This model is a combination of three 
terms Hue, Saturation and intensity . This model is very 
important and attractive color model for image processing 
applications because it represents colors similarly how the 
human eye senses colors. The scope of data hiding in this 
model become large because it works on very large and high 
attractive images. Using this model there are three layers 
Hue, saturation and intensityin which we can hide data. This 
model is use for to hide large amount of data. Hue: it means 
a “pure” color and combination of two primary colors, where 
one of the two primary colors has full intensity. Saturation: It 
gives a measure of the degree to which a pure color is diluted 
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by white light. Intensity: It is denoted as the distance” up ”the 
axis from black . 0 degrees is RED,120 degrees is 
GREEN,240 degrees is BLUE. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: HSI Color Model 
 

Advantages of HSI colour model:  
 This model is well suited for describing colours in 

terms of human interpretation.
 This model is more secure than other models.


 The HSI model is useful when processing images to 

compare two colors, or for changing a color from 
one to another

 
HSL Colour Model: It stands for the hue ,saturation and 
lightness.HSI and HSL both color models are similar to each 
other and Both are describe colors as points in a cylinder 
whose central axis ranges from black at the bottom to white 
at the top . HSL model better reflects the notion of 
"saturation" and "lightness. This model is mainly use in 
google map images with styled map. Styled maps allow you 
to customize the presentation of the standard Google base 
maps, changing the visual display of such elements as roads, 
parks, and built-up areas. Styled maps use the HSL model to 
denote color within the styler operations 

 
IV. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN VARIOUS COLOR 

MODELS 
RGB color model CYMK color HSI color 

 model model 
   

RGB color model is CYMK model is a HSI model is useful 
an especially standard used to when processing 
important one in describe color in the images to compare 
digital image color printing two colors, or for 
processing because industry changing a color 
it is used by  from one to another 
monitor, TV.   

   
This model is an This model is also This model is ideal 
ideal for  image ideal for image for image color 
color generation. color generation. description. 

   
It is mainly use for It is also use for This model is 

 
 
 

small and medium small and medium mainly use for 
type images type images highly attractive and 

  large size images 
   
This color  model This color In this  color  model 
makes only three model makes Four user can create 
colors clusters, colors clusters, number of color 
while hiding data in while hiding data in clusters according 
the image the image to their 

  requirements 
   
Security level low Security level low Security level low 
   
 

V. CONCLUSION  
There are number of color models that are used for image 
steganography. According to the above table we cannot say 

that which color model is best or not. User can choose any 
model according to its requirment. but many developers 
works on HSI color model because this model is best in 
image color description and we can hide large amount of 

data among the other color models with rich security .In 
future using this model we can makes conversions so that 
unauthorized person cannot detect hidden message easily. 
Now a days the demands of this model becomes high with 

the combination of cryptography and steganography to hide 
large amount of data. 
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